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Energy Storage is a Game Changer
• Energy storage technologies are rapidly
developing and the market for them is growing
exponentially
• Historically, the inability to store electricity
required the grid to be sized for the highest
annual peak demand resulting in inefficiencies,
under-utilization of assets, and high cost
• The ability to shift energy from times when it is
generated but not needed, to when it is needed
most is a Game Changer
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Storage as a Solution
•

•
•

New England Electricity Demand (MW)

•
•
•
•

Allows use of energy generated during low cost periods to serve
load during expensive peak
Defers investment in transmission and distribution wires, reduces
need for peaker plants
Enables wind and solar energy to be used when the sun isn’t shining
and the wind isn’t blowing
Enables integrating additional distributed energy resources
Provides resilience during severe weather caused outages
Resolves intermittency-based power issues
Prevents future curtailment
In 2015 :
The top 1% of
hours accounted
for 8% of MA
spend on
electricity
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Top 10% of
hours accounted
for 40% of
electricity spend

Clean Resource Integration and Utilization
• MA has peak load of approximately 12,000 MW and
minimum daytime load of approximately 6,000 MW
• By 2030, MA is forecast to have over 9,000 MW of
renewable energy (hydro, wind and solar) – storage will
enable the full utilization of these resources
ISO-NE Data

MA State of Charge Storage Study
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Relative Emissions

serves 90 Trillion BTU

Gasoline: ~4,500 BTU/mi
EV: ~ 1,025 BTU/mi
Cut consumption by >75%

NEEP ASHP HSPF >10
Seasonal Avg COP 2.9
Cut consumption by > 60%

serves 91 Trillion BTU

Electrification is Efficiency
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Market Updates
• In March 2020, ahead of the COVID-19 emergency, US storage
deployments were reported to have reached a record 186 MW
for Q4 2019 with Massachusetts leading FTM deployment
➢

➢

33% increase year-over-year
Deployments expected to surpass 7.3 GW by 2025

• With the onset of COVID-19 there has been major market
disruption
➢
➢

➢

Demand could be tens of GWh lower than expected for 2020
Uncertain supply chain disruptions
Concern over available financing and consumer/investor confidence

• Potential to continue to thrive
➢
➢

➢

Continually declining costs - from $1,000/kWh in 2010 to $187/kWh
in 2019
Playing a bigger role in energy markets
Supporting emergency clean energy resource deployment

Sources: McKinsey & Company; Utility Dive; Bloomberg New Energy Finance;
Wood Mackenzie P&R
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Technology Highlights
• Lithium-ion continues to rule the day
➢

4-hour battery configurations are currently the standard for
performance optimization and cost-effectiveness

• New battery options and configurations emerging
➢
➢
➢

➢
➢
➢

Lithium ion additive research progressing quickly supporting
improved duration, durability, and longevity
Nano silicon, sulfur, other components being explored as
alternative to graphite lithium-ion batteries
Hardware improvements to withstand continual cycling
Solid state batteries able to charge/discharge more rapidly
Long duration batteries
Seasonal storage technology

• Advances in inverter technology, e.g. “SolarEdge” designed
specifically for resilient PV + battery systems
Sources: Pocket-lint; Targray; GreenTech Media
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Potential Use Cases
• Investor Owned Utility (IOU) grid modernization asset
➢

Distributed storage at utility substations addressing local needs

• Municipal Light Plant (MLP) asset
• Load serving entity/competitive supplier portfolio optimization
• Behind the meter
➢
➢
➢

C&I solar plus storage
Residential storage
Residential storage dispatched by utility

• Merchant/Front of the meter
➢
➢
➢

Alternative technology regulation resource
Storage + Solar
Stand-alone storage or co-located with a traditional generation
plant

• Microgrids
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Why invest in storage?
• Enabling renewable generation with variable
outputs
• Energy cost savings
➢

➢

Peak demand reduction
ICAP and RNS charge reductions

• Revenue generation
➢

➢
➢

Wholesale capacity, reserve, and frequency market
participation
Connected Solutions performance
Clean Peak Standard performance

• Greenhouse gas emissions reduction
• Resilience and power backup
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Massachusetts’ Energy Storage Success
2015

3 PROJECTS
1.4 MW / 0.45MWh

2019*

620 PROJECTS
587 MW/ 2,385 MWh
(operating & in development)

Energy Storage is a game changer for meeting peak, aligning supply
and demand, creating flexibility and increasing resiliency

*As of end of 2019.
10
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MA Policy Drivers
• MA Energy Storage Initiative (ESI) launched in 2015
Energy storage study – State of Charge Report
➢ Aims to accelerate innovation and technology development;
expand markets; develop policies and regulations, and programs
➢

• EDC Procurement Target
Updated in 2018 to 1,000 MWh by 2025
➢ Latest EDCs report (2/15/2020):
▪ 108 MWh installed
▪ 1,086 MWh in the pipeline.
➢

• Clean Peak Standard
1st in nation
➢ Large anticipated role for storage
➢

Energy Storage Initiative; energy storage and net metering
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MA Policy Drivers Con’t
• Energy storage within MA DPU rulings
In 2017, DPU approved electric distribution companies’ proposals
for utility-owned energy storage
➢ DPU 17-146 defined eligible configurations of net metering
facilities paired with energy storage systems
➢ Energy storage included in utility EE 2019-2021 plan for Active
Demand reduction
➢ Energy storage interconnection under inquiry in DPU 19-55
➢
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Energy Storage Initiative
• Advancing Commonwealth Energy Storage (ACES) Grant
Program
Awarded December 2017/Contracted 2018-2019
$20 million for demonstration projects
Piloting innovative, broadly replicable energy storage use
cases/business models with multiple value streams
➢ Over half of projects complete or near completion
➢
➢
➢

• Mobile Energy Storage Study
Study on the feasibility of mobile energy storage systems (ESS) to
respond to extreme weather events
➢ Key Findings:
▪ Mobile ESS can provide valuable emergency relief services
and offset procurement costs with operations on typical days
▪ Self-mobile ESS may provide a customer’s energy distribution
services
▪ Self-mobile ESS may open substantial renewable energy
transition pathways
▪ Self-mobile and towable ESS could harvest energy from
stranded distributed sources of generation
➢

13

https://www.mass.gov/service-details/esi-demonstration-program-advancing-commonwealth-energy-storage-esi-aces
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https://www.mass.gov/service-details/mobile-energy-storage-study

Clean Peak Standard
• Clean Peak Standard will be the Administration’s
signature energy storage policy enhancing Massachusetts
clean energy policies
It is a market mechanism that will create revenue for resources,
like energy storage, that can shift energy usage from the peak
➢ Designed to address the impact of peak on price and emissions
➢ Will send a market signal to clean energy generation to invest in
storage technologies to deliver energy during periods of peak
demand, thereby reducing reliance on oil and gas generation, and
reducing the emissions and costs associated with them
➢

• How it works?
CPS creates a requirement on all electricity suppliers to purchase
a certain amount of Clean Peak Energy Certificates (CPECs)
➢ Eligible resources that generate, dispatch or discharge energy
during Seasonal Peak Periods will generate CPECs
➢ An Alternative Compliance Payment (ACP) rate will bound the
market price of CPECs
➢
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Status Quo Challenge to Resolve

15
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Other MA DOER Incentive Programs
• Community Clean Energy Resiliency Initiative (CCERI)
technical assistance and implementation grants
➢

$40 million grant program launched in 2014 to support
climate adaptation and mitigation efforts

• Solar Massachusetts Renewable Target (SMART)
Program
➢

Additional revenue for solar installations that include
storage

• LBE Solar & Feasibility Study Grant opportunity
• Green Communities grants open to energy storage
projects
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Future Considerations
• Critical role in meeting GWSA targets
➢

➢

Net-zero by 2050
Continued integration with electrification of the thermal
and transportation sectors

• Continued role for government and public policy
➢
➢
➢

Compensation for current non-monetizable benefits
Updated interconnection tariffs, permitting rules, and
safety standards
Equitable deployment of clean, affordable and resilient
energy across the Commonwealth
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Questions
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Developing Solar and Storage
Projects in Massachusetts

Matthew Shortsleeve
Vice President, Development
Solect Energy

Environmental Business Council of New England
Energy Environment Economy

Solar and Storage in MA
EBC briefing, April 2020

Developing Solar + Storage in Massachusetts
o SMART Program for PV, and market opportunity for Storage
o PPA Models for behind the meter Solar + Storage

o Challenges in current Massachusetts PV and Storage markets
o Opportunities to enhance project flow and market benefits
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Who is Solect Energy?
●

Founded in 2009

●

Headquartered in Hopkinton, MA

●

Develop, finance, install, and manage C&I scale

Solar + Storage in New England and Illinois
●

11 years | 525 installations | 120 MW

●

Services team monitors and manages 650 projects

●

PowerOptions RFP Award, Solar+Storage Program

●

Solar PPAs with Storage, Commercial Purchases

LinkedIn | Twitter Solect.com

Somerset Berkley Regional High School

Stonehill College Canopies

Haverhill City Hall
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SMART Landscape to Date
11/2018

12/2018

4/2020

Eversource East

Eversource East

Eversource East

NGRID

NGRID

NGRID

Eversource West

Eversource West

Eversource West

• 1600 MW program reduced by 1GW in first few weeks. NGRID and WMECO waiting list since Dec. 2018.
• Eversource East has remained “open”. BTM projects + Site Leases, primarily <500kW
• SMART built-in regulation to adjust capacity and incentives, to prevent legislative delays, and to maintain market
stability. It’s now been 17 months with no incentives in 65% of the towns in Massachusetts
• MA actions prioritize large scale renewables procurements, associated transmission, Clean Peak Standard, and TCI
• 3,000 MA solar layoffs 2018-2019 between SREC wind-down, delayed SMART start by 10 months, Area Studies
• Storage offers significant potential. To date, 90% storage capacity is allocated to Stand-alone projects.
• Storage IA’s – LDCs very cautious, slow and expensive. Supplemental to Impact studies add $10-25K and 20-55
business days to interconnection applications. Equipment requirements can include DTT ($250k),Relays ($50-85K)
• Storage incentives make the technology compelling to end customers and early market stage Investors.
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Eversource East BTM, SMART bright spot
* Rooftop PPA Savings due to early SMART Blocks
- Elementary school: $10-15K in year 1;
- Middle and High Schools: $15-25K in year 1.

* Storage at Time-of-Use meters with >300kW Demand,
and 250-500kW PV systems add $10-20K year 1 savings.

Meter tariffs has large impact on storage viability

* In 1-2 years, next 200 MWs deployed, the values will

drop to “NGRID levels” and stall project uptake

Eversource East <1MW BTM projects are flowing:
Fewer large ground sites, less IA congestion
Early SMART blocks offer sufficient incentive
Net Metering capacity
High demand charges
Communities with resources have kept up with
municipal, school building maintenance
- Billions in private capital, low interest rates

-

5

NGRID and WMECO Private C&I Project, or Non-Profit PPA
●
●

SMART Block 9 - 12

●

PPAs:
-

●

Purchases:
- Rooftop BTM to break even – 9 years
- Canopy option – 12 years
- Storage is difficult in WCMA - Low adders, Low demand charges, High IA costs
Limited savings opportunity for off-taker for same reasons

Risk Factors: Feeder and Substation congestion, impact studies costs and

duration, upgrade charges not known

●

Additional Capacity, Higher Incentives needed for future project build-out

National Grid and WMECO solar have been on furlough since late 2018.
6

PV + Storage BTM Value Streams for Host and Investor
○

SMART tariff

○

Demand charge reductions - kW

○

Managed Dispatch – Local utility Demand Response, Clean Peak

○

ISO-NE – FCM, Cap-Tag Mitigation

Storage is a great tool using dynamic software that prioritizes tasks to optimize benefits
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Business Models for Behind the Meter PV + Storage PPAs
○

○

PV + Storage @ fixed PPA rate – example (PV+BESS)
■

PPA Rate is fixed for the term and accounts for all costs

■

Host receives all behind the meter benefits – use and demand reductions,
cap-tag

■

Provider pays for equipment, installation, enrollments, receives market
income

PV PPA + Storage Shared Savings – example (Rows of value streams)
■

PV PPA Rate is fixed for the term; All savings and income attributable to
Storage is split between Provider and Host.
8

Project Financing
○

ITC, and 20-year fixed SMART tariff (contracted revenue) = Bankable

○

Storage programs are evolving, have shorter participation periods, and
compensation streams are dynamic
■

Demand charges subject to utility rate case decisions

■

ISO summer peak; FCA enrollment

■

Connected solutions 5-year program

● Storage projects carry higher operational revenue risk, and require higher Investor IRR, and a
higher savings split for the Investor, and lower share to the Host customer
9

Development Runway – Headwinds, Solutions
○

ITC Declining (2020 = 26%; 2021 =22%; 2022 = 10% and residential = 0)

○

SMART PV + Storage incentives provide savings to customers in IOU service areas
■

Roof PPAs, 250 and 500kW, good savings up to block 6 (utility tariff dependent) then
savings diminish, and Sustainability becomes determining factor

■

Lack of Net metering greatly reduces savings potential for G-2 and G-1 meters by block
8, even with public adders, and with Storage. Redirecting storage fill ups to mitigate
backflow competes for storage priority to discharge and earn savings or income.

○

SMART 2.0 may increase incentives to Public entities for Behind the Meter storage projects

○

As revenue streams become more broadly predictable, and performance management proves
successful, additional capital will flow to Storage investments
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Clean Peak Standard
○

Incentives for Stand-alone systems, to flatten the duck curve brought on by PV

○

Recently introduced “Multiplier” is of marginal benefit to SMART PV + Storage

○

For BTM applications, open question: does CPS incentivize dispatch?

○

CPS income would motivate SMART projects in Block 6+ with Storage

○

CPS could incentivize non-SMART PV projects to invest in a Storage add-on.
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Near Term Massachusetts Storage Developments
○

Microgrids – hold potential to provide optimal services for multiple use cases
■

All standard storage benefits

■

Islanding for operational continuity, emergency shelter,

■

Lower emissions and lower lifetime costs than fossil gen-set

MA Greenworks bill, $1b+ grants for municipal vulnerability preparedness
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Near Future Storage Developments
○

Finance: Project investment capital will continue to pursue stable long term income
opportunities with distributed PV. Storage economics are more complex and will take time for
broad adoption by institutional investors.
■

Bill H.3622 “An Act relative to energy storage” would establish a rebate for
Massachusetts-based companies installing and manufacturing energy storage systems,
and could be an incentive to outfit existing PV sites with Storage.

■

Technology – BESS cell pricing is tied to electrification of the transportation industry.

■

H. R. 2096 A Bill to provide federal tax credits for energy storage technologies
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Advocacy for Good Policies to support Solar + Storage Development
•

•
•
•
•
•

Open SMART 2.0. Market needs 3200MWs of distributed PV with higher “post Block
8” values to drive uptake
Enhance SMART BTM for publics, non-profits, parking canopies
Figure out compensation for high demand sites with low demand charges (NGRID and
WMECO G-3)
Tighten up IA turnaround and costing for DG projects <1MW and all Storage projects
Remove net metering caps in all service areas, especially BTM up to 100% of load
Update net metering tariffs so System Owner has Title to Capacity market rights
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Discussion

Thank you!

Matt Shortsleeve
Vice President of Development
mshortsleeve@solect.com
508-598-3511 x735

Storage in the Region
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What drives the need for energy storage:
NOT ISO policy—ISOs are energy-agnostic, focused only on reliability and
price. Instead:
1. When energy demand > supply
2. When price volatility creates profitable arbitrage opportunities between
storing and discharging
3. FUTURE: Policies to mitigate climate change and promote renewable
energy sources that recognize storage is critical for operational/economic
efficiency and reliability of:
➢ 1,600+ MW of 83C offshore wind procurements
➢ utility-scale solar, etc.

2

Without utility-scale energy storage, the Commonwealth’s
commitment to carbon emission reduction will likely fall
short—even if we have very high penetration of renewables.

Anbaric Group study: 80% renewable MA grid =
• 30% of clean energy is curtailed/wasted
• only 20% “clean” peak

3 Constructing new utility-scale energy storage systems remains
expensive from both capex and opex perspectives.
“Systems are, in most cases, far from economically feasible
without stacking of policy incentives and revenue opportunities
from ancillary services.”

- Market is not (yet) driving incentives
- State and federal programs must still anticipate/procure the
largest additions of new storage that are cost-effective

4

Massachusetts hosts 2 pumped-storage hydro facilities totaling 1,800
MW/14,000 MWH:
• Bear Swamp (Rowe/Florida)
• Northfield Mountain (Erving/Northfield)
However, less than 30% of their capacity is currently utilized
Why? Lack of:
➢ competitive-market incentives for producing carbon-free electricity
➢ state-directed/carbon-policy contracts for necessary and cost-effective
storage like 83C wind and 83D hydro

1 KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
“Massachusetts needs both short-term, highly responsive energy
storage systems that operate for seconds or minutes in specific
geographies with grid constraints and transmission congestion, and
longer-term, baseload-like energy storage released over hours.’’
➢ How much/what kind of storage is critically important, still-needed
information

2 KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
Other important questions to explore include:
➢ How can the Commonwealth’s existing pumped-hydro storage systems be
better utilized beyond their current 30 percent capacity?
➢ How do the costs of increased operation of these existing assets compare
to construction of new energy storage systems, primarily batteries?
From the study: “It is clear that deployment of thousands of megawatts of new
renewable energy generating capacity, particularly offshore wind, will require
thousands of megawatt-hours of storage capacity, including both increased
use of the Commonwealth’s now-underutilized pumped storage hydro
facilities and the development of new storage systems.’’

3 KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
“There is a large variety of grid-scale energy storage technologies in the
marketplace today that are all viable solutions … We recommend
implementation of a diverse portfolio of these technologies to realize their
unique benefits for various services.’’
• Pumped-storage hydro
• Lithium-ion batteries
• Developmental-stage storage (flow batteries, etc.)

“[T]here is not one singular technology that provides a combined
solution to all applications.’’

4 KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
Quantify benefits and value streams, clarify revenues for investors in
energy storage in order to “substantially increase the incentives for
storage investment’’
Needed from policymakers:
• “clear methodology for allocating all costs and benefits at each
level of the energy market’’
• “provide long-term certainty’’ about compensation and access to
markets

5 KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
Support awareness/information so public understands:
• Energy storage benefits
• Vital role of storage in maximizing MA commitment to renewable
energy/GHG reductions

Power grid = “low-salience issue” for most people
➢ Education/outreach is critical to build political and public will for
policy change

Thank You!
Maria Fonseca Guzman

Maria_FonsecaGuzman@student.uml.edu

Nantucket Battery Energy Storage System
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National Grid USA
▪ Electric and gas utility delivering
energy to 20+ million people in
New York, Massachusetts, and
Rhode Island

▪ 7 million electric and gas
accounts
▪ Largest electric transmission
network and gas distribution
businesses in the Northeast US
▪ Operator of largest HVDC
interconnector in the U.S.,
supplying 10% of New England’s
power with clean energy

▪ Connected nation’s first offshore
wind farm, 30 MW generation off
Block Island, RI
▪ Currently, owns and operates the
largest battery energy storage
system in New England, a 48
MWh facility on Nantucket Island,
MA

National Grid
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Nantucket Battery Video

https://youtu.be/v7u0iSUyDt8 / https://islandreadynantucket.com/
National Grid
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Nantucket Transmission Solution Overview

National Grid

•

Nantucket Island receives its electricity
from two undersea supply cables from the
mainland

•

With rapid growth on the island, summer
energy demand has grown significantly in
recent years

•

To ensure electric reliability for customers
during peak summer months, National
Grid installed a 6 MW/48 MWh battery
energy storage system (BESS) in support
of the transmission contingency, and
deferring the need for new transmission

•

National Grid owns and operates the
BESS, which was procured from Tesla
4

The Nantucket BESS Site

National Grid
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Nantucket Battery Transmission Solution Benefits
The BESS provides a cost-effective solution to reliability and load growth needs
on the island

Pacific Northwest National Lab performed an analysis examining the system
benefits and potential to operate the BESS in the markets when not needed for a
transmission contingency

Market
Benefits

System
Benefits

Potential benefits:
1. Transmission deferral (i.e.,
deferring the subsea cable);
2. Outage mitigation;

3. Conservation voltage reduction
(CVR)/Volt-VAR optimization;
4. Forward capacity market;

5. Arbitrage;
6. Regulation;

Link to Report:

7. Spinning Reserves

https://www.pnnl.gov/publications/nantucket
-island-energy-storage-system-assessment

Market services are currently not being provided. These services would generate
additional value to customers
National Grid
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National Grid is Moving Forward Energy Storage
A few highlights…

Solar Phase II Demo
Li-on, 500kW, 1 MWh (2018)
integrated with 1.5 MW solar

Upstate NY Substation Energy Storage
Li-on, 2 MW, 3 MWh (2018/2019)

Flow Battery Demo (Shirley and Worcester)
Vanadium-redox, 500 kW, 3 MWh (2017)

Nantucket Battery
Transmission Solution
Li-on, 6 MW, 48 MWh (2019)

RI Storage Demos

Long Island’s Energy Solution:
Montauk, Li-on, 5 MW, 40 MWh (2018)
East Hampton, Li-on, 5 MW, 40 MWh (2018)

National Grid also offers ConnectedSolutions program for customer-owned, behind-the-meter storage
National Grid
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Thank You

National Grid
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